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Abstract 

Technology has changed the interactions of the people. The role of technology in our day to day lives is rapidly developing 
and as a result of this the birth of social media platforms such as blogs, microblogs or e networks have transformed the manner in 
which we interact with others and have also influenced the process of information sharing in all fields. The role of digital revolution 
technology has accelerated and intensified such that online communicators can no longer act intimate. With the proliferation of e-
commerce, there is growing evidence that inspirational buying is occurring online. The fortune of many companies picking up market 
segments and rapidly increasing the use of Internet by the publics and companies has made it essential that all establishments need an 
effective online existence to succeed as well as to certainly even continue in the completive market environment. Marketing through 
Social network was found to be one of the most effective marketing tools used in businesses today. The enormous growth of Internet 
and its reach has drawn the attention of many researchers to the concept of marketing online and on social media. Online consumer 
reviews about product or services play an important role in influencing many marketing decisions by providing a wealth of 
information about products and services. With the increasing influence of online consumer reviews on consumer’s decision making, 
online sellers have begun to embed the online consumer review in their advertisements which in turn leads to buying inspirations. 
However, there are relatively few studies that discuss how online consumer reviews are important and its role in inspirational buying. 
This paper is a significant step forward to understand the role of consumer reviews in inspirational buying. 

 
Keywords: Reviews, Online, Communication. 
 
1. Introduction 

Due to rapid changes in marketing strategies, social media marketing is becoming an important aspect of promoting 
businesses through online media. Recently the Covid-19 leads to the shuttering of many businesses among the entire world, consumers 
were forced to do businesses in different ways. Research has shown that potential web users are using social media marketing for long 
term purpose to boost up the business. As internet usage is increasing globally, the penetration of social networks has also increased in 
a rapid manner. The cheaper data rate, among the Indian urban and rural population is becoming a major part of increased usage of 
social networks. Major social media platform includes Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Instagram and so on. Marketers are now 
focusing on promoting their brands and products through some tools on social media. Product reviews through online is an increasing 
market phenomenon that is playing an important role in consumers' purchase decisions and in the marketing of products and services. 
User-generated online product reviews have become a natural part of the online marketplace experience for both retailers and general 
public over the last few years. Online consumer reviews about product and services have become a form of online word-of-mouth 
communication that has recently become one of the most important sources of information for modern consumer market. At presently, 
the reviews about products and services are not only found on e-commerce websites they may be across the web from social media to 
blogs and forums and of course, there are websites dedicated to product or service reviews. Reviews about products and services build 
something known as social proof, a phenomenon that states people are influenced by those around them. This might include friends, 
relatives and family, industry experts and influencers, or even any internet stranger. Social proof can push customers emotionally who 
are on the fence about buying a product or to make use of a service. Business reviews can be an incredibly useful tool for attracting 
new customers, not only through the psychological effect they have on the reader, but by boosting local rankings and ratings that 
businesses are more likely to show up for general public and consumers. In effect, despite there is some empirical research about 
consumer online reviews and its benefits in general, but there is no research which focuses on the role of online consumer reviews and 
its effect on inspirational buying in the digitalized Indian economy context. The primary purpose of this paper is therefore to fill this 
gap by assessing the online consumer reviews and its impact on inspirational buying. 

 
2. Objectives 
a) To study about online consumer review and its impacts in general.  
b) To identify the role of consumer reviews in inspirational buying. 
 
3. Methodology 
This study is based on the analysis of the secondary data published in the magazines and websites. 
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4. Literature Review 
Karakaya, F. and Ganim Barnes, N. (2010). Customer care in socially‐based web sites impacts consumer opinions, consumer 

engagement and consequently consumer choice of brand or company when making purchases.Ghose and Ipeirotis (2011).Identified 
the impact of online reviews on product sale and also on perceived helpfulness. They assessed the relative impact of reviews, its 
related features, subjectivity features and review readability features. They observed that reviews of medium length with few spelling 
errors were more helpful compared to very short and really long reviews with spelling errors. Lotte et al. (2011). When tracking online 
consumer reviews, one should refrain from using recommendation scores in the form of star ratings, it provides an important 
contribution in consumer reviews. Yubo et al. (2011). Marketing variables affect the valence and volume of online postings. Product 
price and product quality have very different impacts on consumer reviews. Korfiatis et al. (2012). Explored the interplay between 
review helpfulness and rating. They identified that good product reviews leads to good product ratings. Racherla and Friske (2012). 
Examined search, experience and credence. Analyzing 3000 reviews from Yelp.com, they found that, for experience products, 
reviewer expertise and reputation affected review helpfulness positively. Li et al. (2013). Consumer perceives that customer written 
product reviews to be more helpful than those written by an expert. They also perceive concrete reviews to be more helpful than 
abstract reviews. A review with a coffee level of content abstractness yields the very best perceived review helpfulness. Ruba Obiedat 
(2013). Online consumer review is one among the foremost imperative communication ways in today’s business world. The buying 
intention of online consumer who has high cognitive needs was affected by quality of online review. The buying intentions of online 
consumers with low cognitive need were suffering from quantity instead of quality of arguments. Mackiewicz and Yeats (2014) 
examined the potential characteristics of reviews including credibility, in formativeness, and readability to get a far better mode of 
assessing review quality. They found in formativeness to be the most important component of review quality. Lee and Shin (2014) 
used a statistical approach to determine the connection between review helpfulness and review sentiment between product type and 
knowledge quality. They found that public gain knowledge on product and services by reading reviews. Ullrich, S. and Brunner, C.B. 
(2015). Indicate that a positive customer review counteracts a negative consumer review more effectively than a positive brand 
response, whereas brand strength moderates this relationship. Weathers et al. (2015). Focused on the diagnosticity and credibility of 
electronic word of-mouth.Diagnosticity explains the uncertainty and equivocality of the reviewer, whereas credibility defines the trust 
and expertise of the reviewer. Malik and Hussain (2017). Indicated that when a private feature category is taken into account, positive 
emotion features are the simplest predictors of consumer inspirations. However, negative emotion features and visibility features 
obtain comparable performance. Singh et al. (2017). Three aspects of product reviews were identified specifically, informativeness, 
subjectiveness, and readability.The three factors play a dominant role in a good customer review. Aslam, M., &Srivastav, A. K. 
(2018). Globalization procedures, digitization, especially in the field of data and communication, influence the presence of new and 
evolving existing methods of customer relationship promotions. Kem et al. (2018). They find significant and interesting consumer 
differences, depending on their levels of impulsiveness, in the process from online reviews to impulse buying behavior. Vartika 
Srivastava &Arti D. Kalro (2018). Consumers today are overwhelmed with choices and information. They suggest the key factors that 
motivate consumers to hunt online opinions are: 1) better decision-making; 2) risk reduction, 3) enact negativity bias, 4) social 
reasons, 5) curiosity and 6) other miscellaneous factors like economic incentives and validation of existing beliefs. Satanik Mitra & 
Mamata Jenaman (2020). Consumer reviews are used as a main source of knowledge to quantify Online Brand Image. Online review 
is based on product aspects and relative brand association. 

 
5. Relevance of consumer reviews 
1) For a better understanding of potential customer- Analyzing reviews left by public, helps marketers to understand overall 
opinion, as they can provide the business with feedback regarding what the potential customers truly want. By using this perceptive 
marketing information as input, much organization can be able to improve their overall services quickly and efficiently by resolving 
their current issues thereby creating a positive customer experience.  
2) Credibility & Social Proof- Common publics are interested in knowing what’s other’s opinion before taking any decision. Much 
like majority of publics asks their friends and family for recommendations. Review sites allow potential customers to do this online 
within little time and in just some clicks. 
3) Fight with experience to save margins- Investing time and effort into customer experience is usually the main focus of marketers. 
Reviews enable new businesses to stand more aggressive and efficient with established competitors, and potentially gain a positive 
niche in public’s estimation and expectations. Creating a consistent public experience across all touch points will exceed marketer’s 
standards. 
4) Allow publics to have a voice -Public that takes the time to leave an online review for the business is far more likely to feel a 
certain loyalty to the brand. Through the act of leaving a review can establish a relationship with the business, It allows publics to feel 
like they have a voice even behind a desktop, mobile or tablet screen and are able to provide feedback in a meaningful way. 
5) Improve Rankings- Customer reviews appear to be the most noteworthy ranking factor in local search. Reviews by publics, 
consumers and star ratings can make or break company’s online reputation, including the presence in Google’s local search results. 
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Good product or service rankings are a great vehicle for building confidence with customers by delivering an authentic depiction for 
the products or service. 
6) Publics are un knowingly doing marketing for the product or service-Positive online business reviews by its customers are 
worth a great deal and can offer the business benefits better than a simple marketing campaign. They are like micro marketing 
programs that keep working long after the online review has been posted, which provides a positive image to potential customers and 
creates brand awareness that provides benefits to the business in the short and the long-term time period.    
7) Reviews tempt to generate more reviews-When a business has already received online reviews, it encourages other visitors to 
leave their own feedback. Just the appearance of several reviews seems enough to receive a new review by another person. 
6. Kinds of consumer reviews 
 -Quotes-Testimonials or quotes from the public are one of the most common forms of customer reviews. Mostly it is found on 
company website, typically on the homepage, or in their marketing materials. These short overviews about how the product or service 
helps to get brand credibility very easily. 
- Peer review sites- Peer reviews are unsought public opinion written on public, third party sites about their experience with a brand, 
or company. Peer reviews are valuable information to understand customer attitude, and they are greatly used in market research for 
making market analyst reports. There are many peers review sites for customers, and each site has thousands of reviews posted. 
Popular Peer review sites include Google reviews, Facebook reviews, Yelp. 
- Social Media-social media is becoming a major important resource for businesses that want to build brand awareness as it is for the 
general public who are interested in connecting with brands. Marketers encourage customer reviews on social media by creating 
communities where customers are empowered to share their experiences or purchases.  
- Case studies -Case studies go deep into customer results and experiences, which are particularly useful for businesses to business (B 
2 B). Case studies unlike traditional customer reviews are written from the perspective of a business firm or company which is doing 
some work, providing the product or giving a service. In case study a public customer explains how they helped customer, the 
company walks through, what company did to attain customer goals.  
- Customer stories and interviews - As the name suggests, doing interviews with customers. They don’t have to be formal interview, 
alarming, or even very lengthy. They’re just an opportunity to get a glimpse into how the customers interact with product and brand 
every day. Customer interviews can be the catalyst for making smarter decisions for the business. 
- Blog posts -Blog post reviews give potential buyer an opportunity to really dig in deep into the product or service. Rather than just a 
sentence or two might find on the website or a few hundred words displayed on a peer-to-peer review page, blog posts can be 
thousands of words with step-by-step instructions with images that thoroughly explain a process or perspective. 
- Email forms -Email forms are another great way to collect public feedback. Unlike surveys, email forms can usually be completed 
in the messages forwarded to public. The main advantage is that the public does not depend on external links to give their opinion. 
7. Steps for the optimal handling of consumer reviews 
There are a lot of factors that go into a public decision to make a purchase or not. Since it is easier to make an online purchase, 
consumer reviews have a great role. Previous research reveals that publics believed in product or service reviews were either 
trustworthy or very trustworthy meaning that businesses that can accumulate positive reviews had a good chance of helping a 
consumer in making a purchase decision. Effective handling of consumer reviews includes: 

 
8. Collecting consumer reviews more effectively 
Every business wants to succeed for that there are various factors that contribute to their success or failure. Public opinion is especially 
important because good opinion with regard to a business is considered to be the heart of every business. Therefore, it is important to 
continually measure public opinion very effectively regarding products and services. Some tips to collect consumer reviews more 
effectively include the following:  
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9. Consumer reviews and inspirational buying 
Online product reviews affect purchasing behavior very positively. Marketers have to pay a great deal of observation to the feedback 
and peruse reviews to understand consumers’ needs. A lack of online consumer reviews speaks two things about the business, either 
not selling enough to get the review or the marketer is not confident enough to allow their customers to leave feedback. The level of 
involvement with product or services has a major role in the process of taking buying decisions. The process of making a purchase 
decision has several stages: which may include recognizing a need, search for information, assessment of alternatives, the purchase, 
after purchase assessment. Every stage is closely connected to the emotional and inspirational factors as most of the marketing 
activities are aimed at appealing to the desired state of a consumer. Prospects frequently form an emotional attitude towards the 
product after getting through the reviews made by existing product or service users. The feeling of  become enamored with some 
goods or services as a result of its positive reviews may often happen and is not a rarity even if the product or services is not practical 
for the prospect. Marketer’s social influences on consumer buying decisions are most likely to help in increasing the business and 
reputation. Every human is a member of a certain community and that community can influence more in the buying decision. People 
in general love reading reviews of their peers, reviews with shared views or needs and make the assessment of whether the purchase 
was successful for these buyers or not. Public believe reviews as much as personal recommendations. Every consumer assesses three 
things basically: how fair the product or service, its perfectness and whether the product or service matches to their expectations 
before quoting a review. Through reviews consumers are telling about what their expectations are and how a product or service fulfills 
it. Therefore, the effects of the post purchase review influence the inspirational buying to those that are just at the first stage of the 
buying process. 
 
10. Conclusion 

Customer reviews in modern competitive environment are a great thing. A high number of consumer reviews indicates that 
the business is legitimate and reliable. They offer prospective customers the opportunity to inform themselves thoroughly about a 
product and make the purchase decision easier for them, at the same time, they help marketer to stand out from the competition and to 
strengthen the brand. This study aims to conduct a literature review on online consumer reviews and its effects in the purchase of 
products and services. From this study, our observations have confirmed that online consumer reviews have a great effect on 
inspirational buying of consumers and for the growth of business enterprise. 
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